
Barracuda PST Enterprise

This script provides an overview of the main features of PST Enterprise, covering:
1. Logging in to PST Enterprise

2. Client Configuration

3. Global Configuration

4. Unassigned PST Files

5. Assigned PST Files

6. Policy Definitions

7. Migration Processing

8. Reporting

9. User Self Service

It uses the PST Enterprise demo system at pste.barracuda.com

All actions needed to run the demo are highlighted.

Online Demo Guide

Introduction (Start of Demo)
Welcome to a short demonstration of Barracuda PST Enterprise, which is Barracuda’s solution for locating, migrating and eliminating  
PST files.

We’ll start by looking at how PST files can be discovered wherever they existing across your organization.  This is using the unique PST 
Enterprise zero footprint client which doesn’t require any local software installation.  We will then cover how PST Enterprise automatically 
assigns an owner for PST files that it discovers.

Next we’ll look at the range of processing options available within PST Enterprise for migrating or deleting data from within PST files, and 
then see how the migration process is managed using the Admin Console.  We’ll finish with a look at the Self Service Portal which allows 
end users to decide how their own PST files are managed. 

Logging into the PST Enterprise
For this demonstration I will be using the Barracuda online demo system.  This is open for anyone to use, so you will be able to come 
back later on your own and explore PST Enterprise in more depth.



1. PST Enterprise is a Windows Server application, and is managed through a web-based administration console.  To start with, we will 
open a browser session and go to pste.barracuda.com, which brings up the PST Enterprise - Admin login page.

2. The user name is already set to “Demo”, so we click on Log On to sign us in as an administrator.  This will take us to the PST Enterprise 
Administration Console and open the Help page.

[If the Help page does not open automatically after logging in, click on View Help to open it]

Client Configuration
The first thing we’ll look at is how PST Enterprise is configured to discover PST files and then migrate them automatically.

1. The PST Enterprise Client is a small executable that is deployed to each client workstation dynamically when needed.  This zero 
footprint approach is unique in that it doesn’t require a client application to be installed on each client machine.  Most other products, 
including Microsoft’s PST Capture tool, require an agent to be installed on every desktop.

2. Deployment of the PST Enterprise client is typically achieved by adding this command line to the login script for each user:   Highlight 
the client download URL on the Help page.

• The first half of the command specifies the location of the PST Enterprise client executable.  When the user logs on, the 
executable will be pulled down from the server at that point and loaded into memory on their machine.

• The second half of the command specifies the web address for the client to communicate back to the PST Enterprise server, so it 
can download configuration information and then report back on progress.



3. Close the Help page. The Admin Console has a number of tabs across the top, so we will click on Client Configuration to access the 
control settings for the PST Enterprise Client.

4. This page currently shows the default client settings for this installation, but if we expand the Client Name drop down we can see that 
it is possible to set up alternate settings for specific client machines if needed. Close the drop down

5. The Time Settings enable you to customize operation of the client application to suit your local environment:

• Startup delay specifies the pause after the client machine first starts up before PST Enterprise starts processing, so this will allow 
time for the machine to reach a stable running state. 

• To minimize impact on the client machine, the application will pause between operations.  The Restart delay allows you to 
configure how long this pause will be.  Both these delay settings are randomized to ensure the network is not flooded by 
multiple instances of the PST Enterprise Client starting simultaneously.

• The third setting here, Stall factor, is applied during the migration of messages from within PST files, and specifies the delay 
between the processing of each individual message. This effectively throttles the message processing process, and can prevent 
the PST Enterprise client from overloading network bandwidth or the Exchange server.

• Below this we have the Start and Stop Settings which restrict operating times for the PST Enterprise client, so you can, for 
instance, set it to run only between eight AM and five PM.

6. The next group of settings allow you to specify Where to look for PSTs on each client machine.

• Firstly we can look at the User’s Outlook profile and discover all PST files that are currently open (or coupled) to that profile.  In 
this case it doesn’t matter where the file is actually located, whether it’s locally on the client machine or remotely on a network 
drive for example, the application can discover and process it.

• Secondly we can scan the File System on the client machine to discover all PST files that exist in these locations.  You can see 
here that you can choose to scan Fixed and Removable Drives, as well as Network Drives and even CD and DVD drives.  You can 
also narrow the scan down to selected file paths.  This process will discover all PST files including those that are not coupled to a 
user profile, for instance files that belonged to users who are no longer with your organization.



• With both of these approaches you are able to exclude selected file paths.  This is useful if for example you have a backup 
application that backs up PST files to a separate location, so you can exclude that from being scanned.

7. Further down under Migration Settings we provide two options for the location of data from PST files when they are migrated back 
into Exchange.

• The first option is to simply migrate all data back in to the equivalent location in the user’s mailbox.

• The second option is to migrate each PST file under a designated root folder in the user’s mailbox.  So for example I could have a 
root folder called “Migrated PSTs”, and all data from each PST file – including the folder structure – would be migrated under that 
root folder.  This enables you to keep the contents of each PST file separate after migration, and is particularly useful when a user 
has multiple PST files.

8. Once you have discovered and migrated all the PST files from a particular client, you probably want to prevent any new files being 
created.  Under User Outlook Settings you can apply a group policy action to ensure that users are no longer able to create new PST 
files or modify the content of existing files.

9. Finally, if you choose to retain any PST files that are coupled to an Outlook profile, then under Compaction Settings you can specify 
to compact these files and reduce overall file size by eliminating any unused space within them.

Global Configuration
Next we will look at a couple of the global configuration settings for the operation of PST Enterprise.  Click on Global Configuration to 
bring up the Global Configuration screen.

1. PST Enterprise has two ways in which it is able to automatically determine and assign an owner to a PST file.

• Firstly, if a PST file is discovered that is attached to an Outlook profile then it will assume that the owner of that profile is also the 
owner of the PST file.

• If a PST file is not attached to an Outlook profile, then the second approach is to scan the contents of the file and analyse how 
many items were sent or received by the same person.  Using this information it will suggest the most likely owner for the file 
based on the percentage of messages for each person.

2. Under the Determine Ownership section we can choose whether we want PST Enterprise to automatically determine the owner for 
each PST file, and whether we want it to assign the owner automatically.

• If we expand the drop down box in this section you can see we can set the conditions under which an owner should be 
assigned automatically.



• At the moment it is set to assign the owner when 75% to 99% of items were received by this mailbox, but we can for instance set 
it so that the owner will only be assigned automatically when all items were sent or received by this mailbox.  
Close the drop down box.

3. The Active Directory Integration section allows you to gather additional information about each PST file.

• There are 10 drop down boxes here, which allow you to select up to 10 additional items of data to be captured.  At the moment 
it is configured with three additional items for each file, which are City, Country and Department.

• If we click on the fourth drop down box we can see that you can choose from all the other attributes that are available in 
Active Directory, such as Last Name or Email Address.

• We will see next how these additional fields are available to help you manage the PST migration process.  
Close the drop down box.

Unassigned PST Files
Once the PST Enterprise client has been configured and deployed, we will start to see information about PST files that have been 
discovered appearing in the Admin Console.  Each file is categorized at this point by PST Enterprise into one of two states, either “assigned” 
or “unassigned” depending on whether it is possible to assign an owner for that file.

1. If we click on Unassigned PSTs we can see listed every PST file for which PST Enterprise has not been able to automatically assign an 
owner.  The information listed here for each file includes the title and location, as well as the file size, the number of messages within 
it and when it was discovered.

2. Under the Reason column you can see why PST Enterprise was unable to assign an owner for each of these files. Let’s look at a  
few examples:

• For the file with a title of Team2013 it says “51% to 74% of items were received by this mailbox”, and to the left of this under 
Determined Owner we see it has identified the most likely owner to be “Harley Peterson”.  However in this case the owner has 
not been assigned automatically because the global setting we have just seen specifies that we only want to do this when at 
least 75% of items were received by the same mailbox.

• When we click on PSTs without a Determined Owner it will reduce the list to just those files with a reason of Owner not 
found.  The contents of each of these files are so disparate that the ownership algorithm is unable to suggest an owner for them.

• If we click on PSTs with an External Owner we see that for each of these files an owner has been determined, but the owner is 
flagged as “External”.  This means the email address does not exist within the organization, which might typically be because the 
determined owner is a former employee.  Click on All PSTs.



3. PST files are particularly prone to corruption, so under the Health column it indicates whether a file is corrupt or not.

• If we click on Corrupt it will list just those files which PST Enterprise has flagged with a red marker as being corrupt and is  
unable to process.

• In this case you would need to examine each PST and take steps to repair it if needed, maybe using the ScanPST utility supplied 
with Outlook.

• Once you have repaired a PST you can select it and click the Mark as Healthy button so that PST Enterprise will retry processing 
it.  Click on OK to close the dialog box.

• We’ll now click on All PSTs to go back and list all unassigned PST files.

4. The order in which results are listed here can be sorted by clicking on the column title.  For instance, if we click on Data Size it will list 
them in ascending order of size, and a second click on Data Size will sort them in the reverse order.

5. It’s also possible to search this list.  If we click on the Search icon (magnifying glass) at the bottom left of the screen it will bring up 
the Search... screen.

• Clicking on the “+” button will bring up a line where you can enter search criteria.

• If we expand the Title drop-down, we can choose which data field to search, such as Machine or Disk Size.  In this case we will 
leave it as Title.

• If we expand the second drop-down, we can choose the type of search.  In this case we will select begins with.

• In the third field we can enter our search term.  We will type in Team, then click Find to run the search and refresh the list.

• If we close the search screen we can see it has reduced the list down to just the six files with titles that begin with “Team”.

6. Finally, you can assign an owner to each file so it can move to the next stage of processing.  For example, we know that these files 
listed here should all belong to “Harley Peterson”.

• So we will select all files and click on Assign Owner to open the Assign Owner dialog box.

• We have the option to use the Determined Owner for each file if there is one, but in this case we will want to select the owner 
from Active Directory.  We will chose Selected Owner and then click the Directory icon to open the  
Active Directory lookup screen.

• Clicking Search will bring up a list of all users. We will select Harley Peterson from this list and click OK.

• Lastly we will click on Assign to selected PSTs to make the assignment.  When the assignment has been completed we get a 
confirmation screen, so click on OK to complete the process.

• Now we have assigned an owner to these files they will be moved across to the list of Assigned PSTs.

Assigned PST Files
If we click on the Assigned PSTs tab, we will be taken to the Assigned PSTs screen.  Once an owner has been assigned to a PST file, 
whether this is done automatically by PST Enterprise or assigned manually as we have just seen, the file will be listed here.



1. Some of the data on here is similar to the Unassigned PSTs screen we saw earlier, such as the file title, location, the Health indicator 
and file size.  We can also see that each file now has an Owner.  There is the same ability to customize this screen and search the data 
listed, however there is now a lot more data for each file available here.

2. If we scroll to the right we can see columns for City, Country and Department, which are the Active Directory fields we currently 
have configured.  If we changed the configuration for PST Enterprise to capture some other fields from Active Directory then they 
would be listed here as well.

3. We can also see in the How Assigned column how the owner was assigned for each file.  This tells us whether it was found attached 
to an Outlook profile, whether it was assigned automatically by PST Enterprise based on the contents of the file, or whether the owner 
was assigned manually.

4. If we scroll back to the left we can see a field labelled Policy, which tells us if a policy has been assigned to a file.  Let’s look at policies 
in more detail.

Policy Definitions
A policy within PST Enterprise defines a set of actions that can be applied to individual PST files.  If we click on the Policy Definitions tab 
we are taken to the Policy Definitions screen where these are set up and configured.

1. We already have eight policies listed here. Let’s create a new policy so we can see the various options.  Click on the “+” icon in the 
bottom right corner of the screen to bring up the Create a New Policy Definition screen. 



2. To start with we need to give the policy a name, so type something such as Demo Policy into the Name box.

3. Next we will look at the range of actions we can configure for a policy.  Expand the Action drop-down to show the available choices.

• Migrate messages will move the contents of each PST file back to either the primary mailbox or the archive  
mailbox in Exchange.

• Copy migrate messages is similar, except that the original contents of the PST file are retained and not deleted.

• Instead of migrating or copying messages back into Exchange, they can be archived directly to a Barracuda Message Archiver 
or the Barracuda Cloud Archiving Service.

• Another option is to Move or Copy PST files to a new location.  For instance, you could use this option to bring all PST files 
discovered on end user machines into a central network location where they can be more easily managed

• Lastly, it is possible to Delete messages from within PST files.

• Close the drop down.  Although we are talking here about migrating messages to Exchange Server, it is just as easy to use PST 
Enterprise to migrate messages to either the primary or archive mailbox in Office 365.

4. We can choose whether to make this policy available to end users on the Self Service website, and we will look more at the Self 
Service website at the end of this demo.



5. Next we have Age Criteria, where you can select a subset of messages to process based on their age.  For instance you could choose 
to migrate only those messages that were delivered less than five years ago, if that is your retention criteria for email.

6. The next setting is Outlook Criteria.  This is only relevant for PST files that are attached to an Outlook profile, and enables you to 
choose the connection mode that PST Enterprise will use for migration.

• If you select Only cached mode then it will migrate messages from PST files directly into the local cache in Outlook (the OST file), 
and Outlook will then synchronize them back to the Exchange Server in the background.  This is a great way of managing usage 
of network bandwidth.

• If you choose Only server mode then PST Enterprise will migrate messages directly to the Exchange Server.

7. Under PST File Size Criteria you can exclude PSTs that are over a certain size, for example you might not want to migrate any PST files 
to Office 365 that are over 25MB in size.

8. The Duplicate Messages setting controls whether the deduplication process in PST Enterprise should be used.

• This operates at an individual message level prior to migration, and checks each message to see if it already exists in the target 
location in Exchange.

• Only those messages that need to be migrated will be sent across the network, so it is another great way of minimizing the use 
of network bandwidth.

9. The last setting we will look at is Finalization Action, which defines what happens after the policy has finished processing.

• The default action of None will simply leave the PST file where it is.

• The second option, Disconnect PST when completed, is only relevant for PST files that are coupled to an Outlook profile, and 
will remove the PST file from the profile after it has been processed.  This means the end user is no longer able to access it from 
Outlook.

• The third option, Disconnect PST and delete the file, takes this a step further by deleting the PST file completely after it has 
been processed.

• The last option, Assign another policy, will run another policy on the same PST file immediately after this policy has completed.  
This allows you to implement quite complex processing, so we’ll look at an example of this in more detail.  But before we do that, 
click on Create at the bottom of the page to save the new policy we have just created.

10. The first policy listed here, Cleanup Stage (1), will delete all messages from a PST file that are more than three years old.  Click on the 
Edit icon (on the right) for that policy to open the Update policy Definition dialog.

• We can see that the Action is set to Delete messages, and the Age Criteria is set to only process messages that were delivered 
more than 1095 days (or 3 years) ago.  So it will delete all messages more than 3 years old.

• The Finalization Action is set to Assign another policy, so when this policy completes it is set to assign a second policy 
Cleanup Stage (2) to the same PST file.  Click Cancel to close the dialog.

• This second policy is configured migrate all messages that are older than 3 months to the archive mailbox, and we can see from 
the last column on this screen that the finalization action will assign a third policy.

• The third policy is Cleanup Stage (3), which will migrate all remaining messages to the user’s primary mailbox, then from the last 
column we can see that it will finalize by disconnecting and deleting the file.



• So the overall effect of assigning this chain of policies to a PST file will be to:

 - Delete all messages older than 3 years

 - Migrate all messages between 3 months and 3 years old to the user’s archive mailbox

 - Migrate all messages under 3 months old to the user’s primary mailbox.

Migration Processing
Now we have looked at policies, we will see how they are assigned to individual PST files.  Click on the Assigned PSTs tab to go back to 
the Assigned PSTs screen, and click on Title to sort the files in ascending order.  

1. If we look at the first file listed, with a Title of 2014, we can see in the Policy column that there is currently no policy assigned  
to this file.

• To assign a policy to this file we need to select this file, then click on Assign Policy to open the Assign Policy dialog.

• Select a policy from the drop down box.

• The default is to start the policy running as soon as the client next makes contact, but it is also possible here to schedule specific 
processing start and end times if needed.  For instance, we may want to start processing for a particular group of files at 9am 
next Thursday.

• Finally, we can assign the policy to just the PST files we have selected or to all PST files currently listed.  Click on Assign to 
selected PSTs to assign the policy to just the one file we selected.  Click OK to close the confirmation dialog.

2. After a policy has been assigned to a particular PST file, the next time the associated PST Enterprise client workstation calls in to the 
central server it will download details of the policy, and commence processing the file as specified in the policy.

3. It is important to mention here that PST Enterprise migrates data from the source location, such as an end user desktop machine, 
directly to the target location such as Exchange Server.  This minimizes both network bandwidth and infrastructure requirements, as 
unlike most other solutions, it does not stage data through a dedicated central server.

4. Once migration processing is under way, we will start to see updates flowing from the client workstations to the PST Enterprise Admin 
Console, and the latest status update for each file will be displayed on this screen in the Last Status Update column.

5. The buttons at the bottom of the screen allow you to display all PST files that are in particular processing state.

• For instance, if we click on In Progress it will list all PST files for which processing has started and is not complete.

• If we click on Succeeded, it will list all PST files where processing has been completed successfully.

• In some cases PST Enterprise may not be able to complete processing for a particular file.  For instance, if we click on No Longer 
Available we can see one file listed here with a Last Status Update indicating it can no longer be found.  This might be because 
the user has deleted it or renamed it after it was discovered and before PST Enterprise was able to complete processing.

• There may also be technical issues such as network failures that prevent successful completion.  If we click on Failed we can 
see two files where processing has failed.  More information on each of these is provided in the Last Status Update, and the 
system log files will provide Administrators with the detailed information they need to resolve these issues and process all files 
successfully.

6. It is possible to search and filter the data listed on this screen, and this is particularly useful when scheduling and managing your 
migration project on an individual team or location basis.

• Click on All PSTs, and then click on the Search icon (magnifying glass) at the bottom left of the screen to bring up the  
Search... screen.

• Clicking on the “+” button will bring up a line where you can enter search criteria.



• If we expand the Title drop-down, we can choose which data field to search, including the fields we have captured from Active 
Directory.  In this case we will select City.

• If we expand the second drop-down, we can choose the type of search.  In this case we will leave it as equal.

• In the third field we can enter our search term.  We will type in Boston, then click Find to run the search and refresh the list.

• If we close the search screen and scroll over to the right, we can see it has reduced the list down to just the nine files that are in 
the Boston office.

• Click on the Search icon to bring up the Search… screen again and click on the “+” button to allow us to enter a second search 
criteria.

• In the Title drop-down we will select Department, and type Sales into the third field, then click Find to run the search and 
refresh the list.

• If we close the search screen and scroll over to the right, we can see it has now reduced the list down to just the four files that 
are in the Boston office and belong to the Sales team.

• It is possible to save this view so you don’t have to type the search criteria back in next time. To do this we click on Save Current 
View to open the Save View dialog, type something meaningful such as Boston Sales into the New view name field, click 
Save and then click OK on the confirmation screen.

• It is now easy to assign a migration policy and scheduling criteria to this group of files using the Assign Policy dialog.  When you 
want to review progress you can click on the Custom Views drop down to list all available views, then select the saved view 
you need.

Reporting
As we have seen, detailed progress information is readily available from the Assigned PSTs and Unassigned PSTs tabs, but if we click on 
the Reports tab we can bring up a management Summary of PST processing.



1. Here we can see statistics on the total Number of PST Files discovered so far, the Number of Users, the Total PST Data Size and the 
Total PST Disk Size.  These are all subdivided by the particular processing state and are presented graphically. 

2. These statistics are updated in real time, so they give an accurate high level view of how the PST migration project is progressing.

User Self Service
We will finish this demo with a look at the PST Enterprise Self Service Portal.  To access this we will click on Logoff to sign out from the 
Admin Console, then click on Self Service Demo to bring up the PST Enterprise Self Service logon screen.

1. The demo system is preconfigured to log us in as Adam Allen, who is an end user.  We will click on Log On to sign us in as Adam and 
take us to the PST Enterprise Self Service Console.

2. You will recognize this screen as being similar to the Assigned PSTs screen we saw earlier, but with less fields available.  As I am logged 
in as Adam Allen, I can only see those PST files that are assigned to me.

3. All the sorting and search functionality that we saw earlier is available here, however the only action that the end user can do is to 
assign policies to individual PST files.

4. If we expand the Assign Policy drop down we can see that there are only two policies available here.  This is because there is a setting 
we saw earlier on the Policy Definitions which enables Administrators to restrict which policies are available to end users.  In this case 
I will select Delete PST File.

5. I will then select the PST file titled “ArchiveMail2014”, and click on Assign to Selected PSTs to assign the policy to this file.

6. Once the user has assigned a policy to a PST file, it is processed the same way as if the Administrator had assigned the policy.  The next 
time the associated PST Enterprise client workstation calls in to the central server it will download details of the policy, and commence 
processing the file as specified in the policy.



Conclusion (End of Demo)

Click on Logoff to sign out from the PST Enterprise Self Service Portal.

As you will have seen from this short demonstration, PST Enterprise enables you to discover PST files wherever they exist across your 
organization, then selectively migrate the data that you need back into your corporate environment where it can be managed more 
effectively.

• The impact on system and network resources is minimized by migrating data directly from source to destination location, whilst 
the unique zero footprint client minimizes the impact on end users.

• It is a highly automated solution with a wide choice of processing options, and is scalable to support even the largest of 
organizations

The demo system that I have been using is open for anyone to use, so you are free to come back later and have a look around on your 
own.  To get started, just go to pste.barracuda.com.

Closing questions
1. Are there any other specific questions you have about PST Enterprise that I can help you with?

2. Barracuda offers a 30-day no risk evaluation of all of their products. Would you be interested in a trial of PST Enterprise to see if it will 
fit your needs?

3. Would you like to review pricing information for PST Enterprise?
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